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Overview
Welcome to Car Magic Parts and Accessories, your online shop to high quality vehicle
parts and accessories. Here at Car Magic Parts and Accessories we offer the latest in car,
SUV, truck and Jeep parts and accessories at some of the greatest prices. Whether you are
looking for performance parts or exterior and interior accessories for you vehicle, at Car
Magic Parts and Accessories we keep in stock everything from automotive lights to
intake systems. At Car Magic Parts and Accessories we understand that owning an
automobile is unlike owning anything else and that is the reason why we created this
website. This websites purpose is to give car, SUV, truck and Jeep owners and
connoisseurs the capability to find the latest in vehicle performance parts and accessories.
Our goal is to provide every customer with the leading and best products available, which
is why we collaborate with the very best brands in automobile parts and accessories. We
at Car Magic Parts and Accessories carry such brands as AIRRAID, Daystar, Borla
Exhaust and Warn with the guarantee that we will outfit each and every customer with
high quality and advanced products. Please feel free to tour our website and explore the
diversity of our products available for your vehicle. In addition we offer video channels
of our product brands to help guide and familiarize you with each brand, including what
products they offer. We inventory a large scope of high performance parts and
accessories and we guarantee that you will find anything that you are looking for. Here at
Car Magic Parts and Accessories we offer both retail and dealer prices for those who
would like to have their own inventory of any parts and accessories for their business.
This website will provide you with all of the information that you need, which can be

discovered through our frequently asked questions (FAQ’s), blogs and video channels.
By included videos, blogs, product information, brand information and offer every
product you can imagine we know that you will be confident with any purchase you
make. We have developed a gateway for car, SUV, truck and Jeep owners and enthusiasts
to find anything related to improving the performance of their vehicle. Our goal is not to
only provide you with current high performance parts and accessories, but are also on the
constant lookout for the newest and highest quality products produced for your vehicle.
We want our customers to constantly be up to date with the latest car, SUV, truck and
Jeep parts and accessories in order for you to keep your vehicle with the most up to date
vehicle technology. No matter what form of product you are looking for we know that we
have the proper part and/or accessory to fit you vehicle. Feel free to browse through our
website and uncover the latest in car, SUV, truck and Jeep parts and accessories. Please
contact us if you have any questions and would like more information on how you can
create you own Car Magic Parts and Accessories account to start purchasing the highest
quality in performance parts and accessories.

About Us
We at Car Magic Parts and Accessories are an online retail store whose goal is to supply
you with the most advanced and state of the art parts and accessories for your
car, SUV, truck and Jeep. With a tremendous amount of products available for you to
choose from we know that we will have exactly what you need for your vehicle. We not
only carry high quality performance parts but also interior and exterior accessories for

any car, SUV, truck and Jeep that you need. We rapidly are becoming one of the largest
online car, SUV, truck and Jeep high performance and accessories store. At Car Magic
Parts and Accessories we recognize that your car, SUV, truck and Jeep was created for
your enjoyment and everyday life, which is why we sell high performance parts and
accessories in order for you to get the most of your vehicle. We at Car Magic Parts and
Accessories aim to offer the leading in parts and accessories for any car, SUV, truck and
Jeep. Our large-scale quantity of products is so dynamic we know that you will find the
right part and accessory for you vehicle. We will have any product you are looking for,
whether it is automotive lights or a high performance exhaust system for your vehicle.
The pioneers behind Car Magic Parts and Accessories acknowledge and understand the
need for high quality products for each and every vehicle. With the support of
manufactures including AIRRAID, Daystar, Borla Exhaust, MBRP Performance Exhaust
and Warn we guarantee the most advanced and highest quality products. Please feel free
to take the time to browse through our website and discover the stunning products that
these high performance brands have to offer. We are confident in our large selection of
high performance parts or accessories for your car, SUV, truck or Jeep and we know that
you will be able to find anything that you need for your vehicle. We at Car Magic Parts
and Accessories have created a small collective of blogs, video channels, and product
brand information to offer you a complete online shopping experience. We have put in all
of our effort to create this website to make it easy to use and inform our shoppers on all
of our products, allowing you to acquire knowledge on different parts and accessories for
you vehicle. We hope that this will allow you to make the best choice for your vehicles
needs. Our objective as an online retail store is to make the process of buying parts and

accessories quick and easy, with the customer’s satisfaction as our main priority. All of
our products that we offer are always available for you to look at on our site. Each and
every product includes a clear photograph and detailed information about the product,
allowing the customer to make the best decision on what product is right for them. Please
allow yourself some time to discover what our website has to offer and to find what parts
and accessories we have available for your car, SUV, truck or Jeep.

Products
At Car Magic Parts and Accessories we offer a large variety of products for your car,
SUV, truck and Jeep that varies from exterior accessories, interior accessories and
performance parts. Our exterior accessories include automotive lights, billet grills, body
kits, car covers, chrome accessories, deflectors, roof racks and cargo equipment, carriers,
side view mirrors and trailer hitches. Exterior accessories are a great way to change the
image of your vehicle but that is not the only benefit that these products have to offer.
Accessories such as lighting and deflectors not only can change the appearance of your
vehicle but they also help provide extra safety, by provide the proper lighting so you can
see in the nighttime and in various weather conditions, such as fog and stormy weather. If
you are looking to change the appearance of your vehicle a body kit would be an
important addition, especially if you wanted to make your vehicle stand out from the rest.
A body kit is a compilation of exterior modifications that most often contains front and
rear bumpers, side skirts and spoilers. Different parts of the body kit are well designed to
compliment one another to complete your vehicles design. Body kits are typically
manufactured of fiberglass, polyurethane and carbon fiber, which all have their own

benefits. Adding any type of rack for your vehicle would be great addition if you need
extra storage. Roof racks, carriers and cargo equipment are a great place to store anything
extra without having to worry about not having enough space or crowing your vehicle.
The interior accessories that we carry include automotive gauges, cargo and truck liners,
dashboard covers, dashboard kits, floor mats and liners, rear view mirrors and seat
covers, all of which are great for customizing your vehicle. Automotive gauges are a
great accessory to have that not only looks awesome but also allows you to know exactly
what is going on with the mechanics of your vehicle. This is a wonderful accessory to
have because it will give you details on the current state on your vehicle. Other interior
accessories that include dashboard covers, floor mats and seat covers are great for
protecting the inside of your vehicle from any damage. With these accessories you will
be able to load your belonging into your vehicle without having to worry about harming
the inside. Another very important interior accessory are rear view mirrors. It is common
that many of the times rear view mirrors can fall off creating the drive to be blind from
what is behind them, so replacing them are very important for the safety of you and
others. Our performance parts that we at Car Magic Parts and Accessories offer
include air filters, air intake systems, brakes and break pads, car batteries, cooling fans,
exhausts, mufflers, fuel systems, ignition systems, oil filters, performance chips shifters,
superchargers, turbochargers, and underdrive pulleys, which are all great additions if you
are looking you to stepping up the performance of your vehicle. Cold air intake systems
and cooling fans help increase engine efficiency and performance and also protect your
vehicles engine from overheating. An exhaust system is an important element to your
vehicle because it guides exhaust gases away from the inside of your engine

protecting your vehicle. Adding a performance chip shifter to your vehicle is a very
important performance part to add to your vehicle. Since a majority of vehicles are
controlled by a computer system this chip tells the computer when and how to adjust your
vehicle's fuel to air ratio, timing and turbo boosts just to name a few, so this product you
can find very valuable. Vehicle mufflers are a great way to make your vehicle louder or
more silent depending on what your preference is. The importance of an oil filter is that it
cleans dust, soot and other minerals that can damage or destroy your engine. Using an oil
filter will clean your oil from these dangerous materials. Oil is very important when it
comes to protecting your engine because the purpose of it in your vehicles is to lubricate
moving parts in the engine. Supercharges and turbochargers allow your vehicle to be
more powerful overall without your engine charging. What this will do is create a faster
acceleration for your vehicle without causing damage to your engine. A
powerful suspension system is crucial because it contributes to a vehicles handling and
breaking, two things that are very important for your safety and even driving pleasure.
Underline pulleys are a performance part that enhances the torque and horsepower output
of a vehicles engine by reducing drag cause by belt driven accessories. The most
important part of underdrive pulleys however is that it reduces the moment of inertia,
which is the tendency of an object to resist any change in its motion. All of the parts and
accessories that you can find at carmagic.com are great if you are looking to alter your
vehicles appearance, protect the cosmetics of your vehicle, or get the best performance
possible out of your vehicle. If you have any questions regarding any of our products you
can view our blogs, video channels and FAQ's section to help you lean about the product.

Please feel free to contact us with any further questions that you have and we will assist
you with anything that you need.

Best Offers
With offering high quality parts and accessories we are constantly seeking ways to
provide you with the most competitive prices at the best value. We do this because we
want you to be able to acquire the high quality parts and accessories with being able to
stay in your budget. The reason behind giving our customers amazing prices and offers
on our products is due to our large inventory, which gives you the opportunity to find
anything you are looking for. We know that there are numerous car, SUV, truck and Jeep
parts and accessory retail stores but know how difficult it could be to find exactly what
you are looking for and what is the right shop to buy products from. This is why we have
created carmagic.com to resolve that problem. Now, you will be able to find anything
you need for your car, SUV, truck and Jeep all in one place, without having to shop
around from store to store. Due to our large inventory of products you will be able to find
anything you need for your vehicle and not have to go anywhere else. You are welcomed
to browse thorough our website and explore all of the high quality parts and accessories
for your specific vehicle. Every product that our website carries are supported by quality
brands that have been around for a long period of time and understand what it takes to
make the best out of your car, SUV, truck, or Jeep. We are constantly trying to construct
and keep a strong relationship with the manufactures and dealers so we can continue to
supply you with great deals and offers. Our company at Car Magic Parts and Accessories

continually keep in contact with all of the distributors and manufacturers in order to give
you the best deals and latest offers.

Videos
At Car Magic Parts and Accessories our objective is to provide every customer with all
the helpful information and details on the products we offer and the companies that
produce them. Our video channels were developed for that very purpose, where you are
able to find videos on the products that most interest you. Not only that but we offer
installation videos in order to familiarize you with the product. We are well aware that
after you purchase a product you might not be the most familiar with it so you will need
as much information as possible. For you who don’t know how to install a particular
product a problem will no longer exist. By going inside our video page you will be able
to find videos in installation on the various products that we carry. We also offer
demonstration videos on our products so you can be aware of the specifics of a product
and have a demonstration in order for you to have a stronger understanding about the
purpose of the product and how it is used. If you would like more information about the
products we offer or want a how-to installation guide feel free to check out website. We
are continuously looking for ways to improve our website and provide you with as much
useful information and features as possible. Here at Car Magic Parts and Accessories we
are aware that the more information we provide you the more comfortable our customers
are with purchasing our products. At Car Magic Parts and Accessories we highly value
our customers and for that reason we want to provide all of them with the most up to date

and detailed information regarding products and brands, allowing you to know exactly
what you are purchasing and what you can expect from any of our products.

FAQ’s
We do our best to provide web viewers and customers with as much information as
possible regarding our products and product warranties. We made a strong effort in
putting a large amount of time in collecting frequently asked questions from all of the
brands and manufactures we provide, allowing you to have any questions that you might
have answered. Providing you the with the FAQ’s from the brands and manufacturers is
the best way to provide you with the best answer and that is the reason why we supply it
on our website. For the convenience of our online shoppers we have separated the FAQ’s
into sections by manufacturers, which allows you to easily find the answer to your
question. This will help you find the right place without aggravation and provide you
with what you want on the product you are interested in or have purchased. By clicking
on the name of the brand or manufacturer you immediately will be directed to the page
containing frequently asked questions on their specific parts and accessories. We
understand at Car Magic Parts and Accessories that it takes a large amount of time and
can be very confusing when searching for the brand and manufacturer's official website
and that is why we have included all the information from their website on
to carmagic.com. You can also find questions asked by other customers and product
owners to acquire a better understanding on the products offered on our website. By
providing you with as much information as possible we know you will be able to
purchase the product that best fits your needs and desire. We strive to provide you with as

much helpful information as possible in order for you to make the best decision on
purchasing a product. If you have any other questions that you can not find on our
website regarding products, brands, warranties or any other information feel free to
contact us and we will provide you with anything that you need.

Warranty
Every brand and manufacturer offers its own warranty based on each product and for that
reason we have created a Warranty section. Each brand and manufacturer has it own
section where you can find all warranty information and details. In the Warranty section
you will also be able to get your product registered so it can be covered by the
manufacturer's warranty. Similar to the way our FAQ’s is set up we have put each brand
and manufacturer into their own section so the warranty information will be easy for you
to find. The purpose of this it to make it quick and easy to register your product with the
proper brand/manufacturer. The main goal at Car Magic Parts and Accessories is to
provide our customers with all of the information they need before and after purchasing a
product. Something that is vey important to us is your safety and the safety of other
motorists, which is why it is important to familiarize yourself with any part or accessory
that you make as an addition to you vehicle. It is important to first start becoming
familiar with all vehicle manufacturers' instructions, warning and limited warranties so
you can become more comfortable with your aftermarket product. Please take the time to
check out our warranty section so you are aware what type of coverage your product has
which will allow you to feel more comfortable about your product.

Return Policy
Please take some time to review our Return Policy so you are familiar of our policies
concerning purchases, returns, exchanges and what particular scenarios and events are
covered by the manufacturers warranty. Before you decide to make a purchase we advise
you to please read our Return Policy so you are well aware of our return or exchange
policies. Becoming aware of any company's return policy prior to making a purchase on
any product is very important so you know what scenarios and events are coved by any
returns and/or exchange. Please feel free to contact us if you would like any more
information regarding our return policy. We have representatives standing by that are
more than happy to assist you with any concerns or questions regarding a product and our
Return Policy. We are here to help you with any questions, concerns or feedback you
would like to give us and we hope to assist you the best way possible. At Car Magic Parts
and Accessories we are always looking for ways to improve our website and our
customer service so anything you need to ask us is more than welcomed.

Car Magic Parts and Accessories Blog
Here at Car Magic Parts and Accessories we have developed a Blog for our web views
and customers. The goal of our Blog is to keep our web views and customers informed
and up to date about current events that are going on our website and in the car, SUV,
truck and Jeep world. Our Blog you will give you the ability to find articles about new
and upcoming products associated with car, SUV, truck and Jeep brands and
manufacturers. By being able to keep up to date with everything new and upcoming in
the car, SUV, truck and Jeep community you will not have to be afraid of missing out on

anything. A great feature that our Blog offers is that you will have the ability to explore
not only the most recent posts but also older posts, so if you might have missed them you
will not be left in the dark. At Car Magic Parts and Accessories we want to build our
website into one of the most interactive and informative websites for all car, SUV, truck
and Jeep parts and accessories. If you are looking into purchasing any part or accessory
or would like to just keep up to date and informed on your vehicle, www.carmagic.com is
the one place you can rely on. Please feel free to contact and inform us what subjects you
are interested in and we will find posts and articles connected to particular topic. This
will allow us to continue supplying you with updates and information that will be useful
and designated to your very interests.

In Conclusion
With the variety of high quality parts and accessories there are endless possibilities when
it comes to upgrading and improving your car, SUV, truck or Jeep. With all of the parts
and accessories that we keep in our inventory Car Magic Parts and Accessories is your
one place to purchase exactly what you need all in one place. We offer accessories for
both the exterior and interior of your vehicle and sell every high performance part you
would need. Our exterior accessories include automotive lights, billet grills, body kits, car
covers, chrome accessories, deflectors, roof racks and cargo equipment, carriers, side
view mirrors and trailer hitches, so we guarantee that you will be able to find anything
you need for the outside of your vehicle. Our interior accessories on the other hand
include automotive gauges, cargo and truck liners, dashboard covers, dashboard kits,
floor mats and liners, rear view mirrors and seat covers, which will allow you to

customize the inside of your vehicle any way that you want. The high quality
performance parts that are offered on our website include air filters, air intake systems,
brakes and break pads, car batteries, cooling fans, exhausts, mufflers, fuel systems,
ignition systems, oil filters, performance chips shifters, superchargers, turbochargers,
suspension systems and underdrive pulleys, any of which would be a great addition for
the performance to any vehicle. With the wide range of car, SUV, truck, and Jeep
products that we have available you will be able to find anything that you are looking for.
Please browse our website and discover all of the different products that are available to
you. At Car Magic Parts and Accessories we are constantly searching for the latest
innovative products as well as the best of quality, so we can make them available to you.
We always want our customers to have the highest quality of products without having to
go over budget. At Car Magic Parts and Accessories we always welcome comments and
feedback concerning our website, products and any information that is on our website.
The market for car, SUV, truck and Jeep parts and accessories is limitless with endless
possibilities and Car Magic Parts and Accessories provides that. We are confident that we
you will be able to find any product for your vehicle on this website and know that you
will not have to go anywhere else. There is such a large amount of online retail stores we
know it is hard to know who to trust and that’s why we have created www.carmagic.com.
Our website is user-friendly to create an easy and low stress shopping experience. We
also enjoy providing our customers and web viewer’s valuable information so they know
that they are buying the product that best fits their needs. What we can guarantee you is
that we sell the highest quality of products so no matter what you are getting the best
value possible. If you have any questions or concerns regarding any of our parts,

accessories, brands or information on our website please contact us. Our website is also a
great portal to access all of the latest news and articles regarding car, SUV, truck and
Jeep parts and accessories. Our mission at Car Magic Parts and Accessories is to
continuously grow offering customers with the most massive inventory of products and
provide you with all of the detailed information that you need, all in one place. We are
constantly on the alert for the latest and highest quality of products, which will allow you
to have the ability to make the performance of your vehicle the best as it could be. We are
always keeping strong relationships with our product’s manufactures and dealers so we
can have the most up to date information on our products as well as the latest in news on
upcoming parts and accessories. At Car Magic Parts and Accessories our number one
priority is our customers and we guarantee that you will be satisfied with any of our
products.

